NEW PRODUCT AT PARAT!

NEW LAMP HIGHLIGHT AT PARAT:
ALL EYES ON PARALUX® PX1 SHORTY

With a length of just 110 mm and 41 mm IN WIDTH, the new, compact PARALUX® PX1 Shorty creates an incredible beam distance of a full 120 meters – a real power pack that will be launched on the market from December.

Moreover, the PARALUX® PX1 SHORTY wows users with proven and unrivalled PARAT quality. In addition, it fits into any pocket due to its handy size and feather-light weight of just 114g – without batteries, it weighs only 64g.

With these outstanding properties, the SHORTY lamp is easy to carry around wherever your work takes you. Thanks to its incredible performance, it not only provides reliable service to craftspeople from industry and trade, it is also a very valuable tool for firefighters and police staff. Of course, the new one is compatible with the certified lamp mounting system PARASNAP® by PARAT: this way, the SHORTY can be easily and quickly attached to a helmet with a flick of the wrist to keep your hands free during work.

The broad light beam provides perfect lighting conditions even at close range. The PX1 SHORTY delivers uninterrupted light for impressive eight hours, even at full power. In the low-power mode, the two AA batteries last for full 15 hours. High-performance 5 W Cree LED lamps run at 80 lumens. Users have to rely on permanent light that never goes out during important operations. This is why the PX1 SHORTY is fitted with a battery condition indicator at the side of the housing. Up to a burn time of about 8.5 hours, the indicator lights up green, afterwards, it changes to red to indicate that the battery performance is deteriorating. In addition, a warning symbol flashes up three times every 30 seconds when the battery power is about to run out.

With explosion protection class IP68, the new PARAT lamp meets the requirements of the highest category when it comes to protection against ingress of water and foreign substances. It is 100% watertight and dust-proof and withstands water depths of up to three meters. Moreover, the PX1 SHORTY lamp is explosion-protected – just in case. The robust housing made from polycarbonate guarantees long durability of the lamp.
INNOVATIVE, HANDY AND ABSOLUTELY SAFE:
THE CERTIFIED LAMP MOUNTING SYSTEM PARASNAP® ULTRALUX
Now also available for Schuberth F220 and F300 firefighter helmets!

And you only get that from PARAT: The magnetic lamp mounting system PARASNAP® ULTRALUX proves to be a perfect companion for the hardest of work. This will leave your hands free – finally, while the lamp is securely fastened to your helmet ready to direct the light right at the specific spot and angle where you need it. The PARASNAP® ULTRALUX mount is DGUV certified according to DIN EN 433:2008 – this makes the lamp extremely reliable and safe to use. The SNAP-IN mount snaps easily into the BASE and attaches the lamp to the helmet as quick as a flash.

BRAND NEW and EXCLUSIVE by PARAT: PARASNAP® ULTRALUX BASE for F220 and F300 firefighter helmets. Accessories for the multi-function adapter (MFA-Fire) integrated in the F220/F300 firefighter helmets will be available from the end of the year. The adapters have been specifically developed for those helmet types and are available exclusively from PARAT.
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PARASNAP® ULTRALUX BASE
Schuberth F220

PARASNAP® ULTRALUX BASE
Schuberth F300

Simply functional!
The PARASNAP® ULTRALUX BASE F220 / F300 snaps quickly and smoothly into the multi-function adapter (MFA-Fire) – directly integrated in the Schuberth firefighter helmets – and makes the attachment of any lamp by PARAT from the product series PARALUX® and PARAT X-TREME® to the helmet dead easy.

Get the most important news, current updates and improvements all around our lamps at PARAT on our ‘PARAT Licht’ Facebook page or on our webpages at PARAT Lighting: www.lighting.parat.de
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